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The Mudguard

Welcome to Issue 80

Dear Members. At the monthly Spokes meeting in April the committee
decided it was time to raise our membership fees. The last time we did
this was in 2010!
We have been forced to do this because increased costs are making the
running of the organisation less viable. If however you would like beat
this increase, we are happy to accept any amount of future instalments of
your membership before the end of June at the current rates. The new
membership fees are:Single £7.50 up to £10
Family £12 up to £15
Unwaged /Retired - £5 up to £7*
*If this increase produces any hardship at this lowest level of membership
we would be happy to continue to accept membership if requested at the
previous level of £5.
If you currently pay by bank standing order or PayPal, can you please
amend your membership payment to take effect from its next annual
payment. I’ll also be writing to you separately to remind you.
If you pay your membership through PayPal, we lose about 6% as a
service charge. Could you please consider also making a donation or
perhaps switching to bank standing order so that we receive all your
membership fee? Thank you. Terry Croft, Treasurer
Dear Readers. We at Spokes value your opinions and would like to hear
from you regarding Mudguard and its future. Spokes largest expenditure
is Mudguard but unfortunately the cost of printing the edition and the
postal charges (although we deliver many copies by bike) are not offset by
the advertising. We are thinking of putting all Spokes news and cycling
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information on the website and in the monthly Update which means
Mudguard would probably have to go. Your comments to me. Thank you.
Pip Chapelard editor@spokeseastkent.org

Almost two thirds of cyclists agree, the roads are too
dangerous to cycle on
Policing and the justice system
are too often failing cyclists.
Many feel the roads are too
dangerous to ride on and those
motorists who commit offences
involving cyclists are then not
properly prosecuted or banned
from driving.

is deterring many people from
cycling,” say the report’s authors.
Dangerous
drivers
are
increasingly
likely
to
be
permitted by courts to stay
behind the wheel, the report
found, with the number of
driving bans falling 62% over the
last 10 years. More and more
people are claiming severe
personal or professional hardship
to persuade magistrates to waive
a ban or disqualification. One
such case highlighted in the
report is that of Christopher
Gard, who killed cyclist Lee
Martin in Hampshire in 2015,
sending a text as he drove his
van. It emerged in court that
Gard had six previous convictions
for using a phone at the wheel,
but had successfully argued he
needed to keep his licence.

A report by the All-Party
Parliamentary Cycling Group
(APPCG) calls for police forces to
give higher priority to roads
policing and for serious offences
to be prosecuted as dangerous
rather than careless driving.
“The justice system is failing to
protect cyclists, both by allowing
dangerous and inconsiderate
driving to go unchecked, and by
letting down the victims of road
crashes. We believe that
hundreds of thousands of crimes
– committed by a small minority
of road users – are going
unrecorded by the police each
year, resulting in a feeling of
lawlessness and aggression that

The study received written and
oral evidence from over 200
organisations and individuals and
gives 14 recommendations - half
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to make roads safer for
vulnerable users and the other
half to ensure the justice system
proportionately punishes those
who commit offences. Witnesses
told the report’s authors that the
number of penalties for mobile
phone use had halved in the last
five years, and of the 15,000
drivers taken to court for the
offence, just 33 were banned
from driving.

antisocial road behaviour. Other
recommendations
include
changes to the highway code to
promote
better
driver
interactions with cyclists, a
revised driving test with a focus
on protecting vulnerable road
users and targeting of dangerous
driving by lorries. Police need to
be more receptive to video
evidence from cyclists’ on-bike
video cameras.

Co-chaired by the Labour MP
Ruth Cadbury and the Tory MP
Alex Chalk, Ruth Cadbury said
she had been concerned by
hearing some of the testimony:
“One of the areas that
particularly struck me was the
fall in the number of driving
bans, and those still allowed to
drive on more than 12 points
(the standard level for a
statutory ban). This does mean
that more and more drivers who
have been proved to be
dangerous remain on the roads,
which is a big worry.”

The report notes that the
number of specialist road police
has reduced by 39% in recent
years. While some witnesses said
this could be due to a parallel fall
in prosecution for road offences
and a tendency to charge people
with careless driving, instead of
dangerous driving. The good
news is that very serious road
injuries have fallen by 4% over
the past 10 years but convictions
for dangerous driving have fallen
by 30%.

The report recommends a
nationwide rollout of a scheme
pioneered by West Midlands
Police which targets drivers who
overtake cyclists too closely and
have a more general focus on
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The report’s authors also argue
the need to tackle lower level
bad driving that prevents many
people from cycling, citing
studies showing many people
would happily ride short
distances if they felt safe on the
roads.
www.allpartycycling.org/news

without putting their lives at risk.
This year, Prof Jodie Plumert of
the University of Iowa found that
children up to their early teenage
years had difficulty consistently
crossing the road safely with
collision rates as a high as 1 in 20
for a 10-year old attempting to
cross a road with 25mph traffic.
It was not until the age of 14 that
collisions were avoided.

Good news for 20’s Plenty
As part of the Fourth UN Global
Road Safety Week held from 8
and 14 May, the World Health
Organisation (WHO) focussed on
vehicle speed as the major factor
in most collisions. Its document
on Speed Management stated – “
A safe speed on roads with
possible conflicts between cars
and pedestrians, cyclists and
other vulnerable road users is
20mph. “ Pedestrians have a 90%
chance of survival if hit by a car
travelling at a speed of 20mph or
below, but less than a 50%
chance of surviving an impact of
28mph (45kph) or above.

WHO stated that “speed
contributes to around one-third
of all fatal road traffic crashes in
high-income countries and up to
half in low- and middle-income
countries.”

Another successful visit
from French school
In April, Peter Clements and I
escorted another group of pupils
from the Lille school which has
visited the Canterbury area for
many years. With them at Dover
docks were four staff members
and
three
cyclists
from
Dynamobile,
a
Belgian
organisation whose aims are
similar to those of Spokes, but on
a larger scale!

Substantive evidence showed
that children cannot cope with
traffic speeds above 20mph
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enough for hills. We admired his
bike, which was beautifully
restored. He told us that his
father had found it at the tip,
they had cleaned it, polished it
and put on new tyres. He was
justifiably proud of it.
The ‘sag wagon’ filled up at
Stodmarsh, with tired pupils and
heavy bikes. The rest of us
completed route 1 to Canterbury
through Fordwich. All the way
the ladies from Dynamobile were
taking
photographs
in
preparation for their group’s visit
to Kent in 2018. They spent the
next day in Canterbury, looking
round museums before a fish
and chip lunch and a challenge to
find something for £1 to give to
another
pupil,
with
an
explanation in English about the
gift.

With development in Dover
blocking route 1, we pushed up
the ‘wheeling route’ before
joining NCR1 for the flat ride
through St Margarets at Cliffe
and the long descent to Walmer.
(It was good to see that the gate
on the road down Otty Bottom
has been replaced by bollards
which present less of a hazard to
downhill cyclists!)
We had lunch by the bandstand
in Deal and another stop (for
waffles, juice and apples) at the
quay in Sandwich. The pupils had
started their day a little later
than on previous visits so they
kept going well until Preston.
Here we had to find a large
screwdriver to tighten up a
friction-shift gear lever on an
elderly Peugeot bike – so its rider
could keep it in a gear low

After breakfast we set off along
route 16 to Dover. We had a
couple of mechanical problems:
a flat tyre (they all bring spare
tubes so that wasn’t hard to fix)
and a chain that kept falling off
whenever its rider stopped
pedalling. With a break at
Adisham for more waffles and
chocolate biscuits we took a few
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links out of the chain and
realised how full of old oil and
dirt it was! Marie Francoise,
teacher in charge, ‘sacrificed’ her
toothbrush, and as we passed
Sprockets near Aylesham we
bought some lubricant and
cleaned everything we could get
at in the transmission. This
seemed to help a lot and the
pupil disappeared from the back
of the group to keep up with
Peter at the front. Like last year
we stopped for lunch at the most
hospitable railway station on the
East
Kent
Railway
at
Shepherdswell where the English
had tea and cake while the
French had bowls of fried onions!

the docks. Another joint venture
with a superb group of French
staff and pupils was over and
Peter and I travelled back by
train with a bottle of champagne
each and many happy memories.
- Beatrice Shire

Work on the Blackspot
Bridge
Spokes is happy to report that
works to improve the safety of
the Blacksole Bridge area in
Herne Bay are going on apace,
with the road closed to public
vehicles.
Southbound
cyclists
and
pedestrians can already cross the
railway line on the new Friday
Bridge that runs next to the road
bridge, but as we have pointed
out before, they then still face
the daunting prospect of
continuing along the narrow,
bendy, footway-free Margate
Road.
Spokes chatted to the engineers
on-site recently and learned that
they are building a footway on
the west side of Margate Road
that will then continue towards
the Thanet Way underpass along
Mill Lane.
The continuing

With lunch more than half way
to Dover the last part of the ride
was over quickly and we sped
down Castle Hill, under the
subway and onto the sea front to
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drawback is that cyclists and
pedestrians will still have to cross
Margate Road at the end of the
bridges, a spot with very poor
sight-lines in both directions, and
traffic prone to speeding in off
the Thanet Way.

path which accesses Margate
Road opposite the Harvester
restaurant. Again there will be no
crossing here, but an island will
be put in place enabling
pedestrians at least to cross in
two stages. Less useful for a
cyclist as one's wheels often
don't fit on these islands. From
that point the underpass can be
reached safely through the
Talmead housing estate.

No crossing, neither Zebra nor
Pelican, will be put in place as
"this sends a message to foot
traffic that this is an ok, safe
place to cross and would
encourage people to cross
without taking due care, thus
putting them at risk from traffic
coming in from the left who
haven't seen the crossing in
time.” This quote is from one of
the engineers and was confirmed
by a traffic engineer at
Canterbury City Council. The
thinking is that pedestrians will
take extra care if unaided by
crossing facilities. Traffic lights
controlling both ends of the
railway bridge have also been
ruled out although this was the
preferred
Canterbury
City
Council solution and would have
obviated the need for the Friday
Bridge!

Spokes also spotted another
paved path under construction in
the angle between Margate Road
and Mill Lane, but its purpose
was not clear. So, some
improvement, but not perfect. –
Gillian Corble

The alternative is to bear left off
the Friday Bridge along a paved
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Pilot scheme on Spa
Esplanade

and regaining the main road, or if
we're honest, the pavement

Ruth
Goudie,
Senior
Transportation
Engineer
at
Canterbury City Council, displays
the new signage which will soon
appear on Spa Esplanade in
Herne Bay. This refers to a yearlong pilot on Spa Esplanade
which runs, eastbound, from
Hampton Pier to the Heron
Angling Society, the cycle route
then heading up the grassy slope

This esplanade is already used by
the motorised vehicles that
belong to the residents of the
cottages along the Esplanade.
This scheme seeks to correct the
anomaly that bans cyclists while
allowing cars. The success of the
scheme depends on the good
behaviour of all users of the
route but obviously some
members of the public perceive
"lycra lout" cyclists as being the
villains, so even better behaviour
will be required of cyclists in
order to allay public fears.
There will be a 5mph speed limit
which of course is virtually
impossible on a bicycle without
stalling, but the general message
is - no speeding!
Spokes hopes that all cyclists will
recognise the need to create
good PR here, in the interest of
reversing an irrational cycling
ban. Councillors will review the
trial in 2018 and make a final
decision. Feedback is welcome
throughout the trial – email
transportation@canterbury.gov.
uk
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Circumnavigating the globe by tandem in 290 days
expedition and definitely not his
last.

Two UKC graduates, John
Whybrow and George Agate, are
about to hear if their attempt to
set a new Guinness World
Record has been successful. The
pair, known as The Tandem Men,
completed an extraordinary
18,250-mile journey and are
expected to set a Guinness world
record for the first team to
circumnavigate the world by
tandem.
They left Canterbury last June
and rode through 29 countries
and across six continents. In
March, exactly 290 days, eight
hours and 35 minutes later, they
cycled
into
the
city's
Buttermarket on their custombuilt Orbit tandem called Daisy
to a rapturous welcome

John Whybrow and George Agate

John was born and raised in East
Anglia. He has a passion for food,
travel and the finer things in life.
Having successfully completed a
Politics
degree
from
the
University of Kent, he dreams of
opening a restaurant one day,
taking inspiration from the array
of cuisines they experienced
around the world. He is currently
Duty Manager at the Café des
Amis in Canterbury. They are
raising money for Porchlight in
Canterbury,
Great
Ormond
Street Hospital and WaterAid so
all donations gratefully received

George is Sussex born and bred
and the proud holder of 3 Blue
Peter badges. He studied Physics
at the University of Kent in 2011,
where he met team mate John.
Taking inspiration from his
parents ‘can do’ attitude and
from their official expedition
patron, Sir Ranulph Fiennes, this
was George's first unsupported
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two panniers on the back of my
Ridgeback-framed bike, I’d cycle
for four or five days, staying in
B&Bs, hugging the coast as much
as possible until it was time to go
back home. Then, the next year,
I’d take a train back to wherever
I’d stopped the year before and
carry on.

www.virginmoneygiving.com/theta
ndemmen You can hear about

their exploits at a talk at the
Gulbenkian in June. The date has
not been finalised but it will be in
the next Spokes Update.

I started in 1997, in Whitstable
on the north Kent coast, looking
across the Thames estuary
towards Essex. I decided to cycle
the coast clockwise. That first
day I rode round Kent’s southeastern point through Margate
and Ramsgate to Dover, and
stayed the night in a small
guesthouse that catered for ferry
passengers and dock workers. A
few days later, I had made it to
Bournemouth, having ridden
through a trades union rally in
Brighton and over each of the
Seven Sisters hills. The following
year, I took a train back to
Bournemouth and carried on
west.

Daymarks: a local cyclist
celebrates Britain’s coast
What’s your favourite stretch of
Britain’s coastline? Maybe the
cliff-lined coasts of Cornwall. Or
the views of Snowdonia from the
Lleyn peninsula. Or perhaps it’s
the majesty of the north-western
coast from Ullapool to Durness.
This was a question that I mulled
over as I cycled the 4,600 or so
miles around Britain’s coast. The
journey took 17 years between
work commitments and raising a
young family. Each year, with

When I had finished the whole
coastline, friends asked me to
produce a list of my favourite
places. There were so many Spurn Point, Tentsmuir, Harty
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Ferry,
Torridon,
Newport
transporter bridge, Barmouth,
Grange-over-Sands,
Cromarty,
Dungeness, Scourie. It wasn’t
hard to get to 100.

them Daymarks after the
eighteenth century structures
built along England’s coast that
acted as navigational aids to
sailors in daytime, just as
lighthouses were night-time
markers.

I described these places but my
friends needed to see the places
for themselves. So, with a friend
Gary Edwards, who is now
cycling Britain’s coastline, we
formed a charity, Tour de Coast
to encourage as many people as
possible, whether locals or
visitors, to experience Britain’s
coastline.
We felt that living physically at
the edge of our country seems to
mark the culture of many coastal
communities. It’s as if coastal
dwellers know instinctively that
there is a natural limit or
boundary to humanity’s ability to
tame nature. When we look out
to sea, there’s a vast space ahead
of us that cannot be driven to or
built on, that is just there as an
unavoidable reminder of our
shared history as an island, with
an immense natural beauty
largely untouched for millennia.
Our plan was to install 100
numbered markers or posts
around Britain’s coast. We called

Botany Bay
We launched the charity at a
national tourism conference with
support from organisations such
as Visit England, Visit Wales and
Scottish Natural Heritage to
Sustrans and Ramblers. They all
saw the potential of the project
to create a new coastal
infrastructure
which
would
attract people and possibly give
13

them a sense of achievement by
‘collecting’ Daymark visits on
their journeys.

who worked on the Angel, are
supporting the project too.
Cyclists can use the Daymarks,
between 30 and 60 miles apart,
as the start and end of a day’s
ride. And for those 4,000-plus
people a year who bike from
Land’s End to John O’Groats, this
is a further challenge. Daymark
One will be near the White Cliffs
of Dover. They will spread
clockwise around Britain, with
Daymark 100 back in Kent at
Botany Bay, Britain’s most southeasterly point.
The charity has contacted 80 of
the 100 areas, and there's
interest in 52 of them. Dover is
particularly keen and hopes to be
ready early in 2018 to install its
Daymark. Local communities will
be asked to raise about £7,000 to
manufacture and install the
Daymark in each location. People
can help by donating via the
website www.tourdecoast.org.uk
to the project as a whole. Or they
can help fund a particular
Daymark on their favourite
stretch of Britain’s coast.
Marcial Boo

The Daymark design was a result
of a competition among students
of the Royal College of Art in
London. The winning design was
simple, robust and weatherproof
to withstand the extreme
conditions. They will be made of
the steel composite Cor-ten, the
same material used for Antony
Gormley’s Angel of the North in
Gateshead.
In
fact,
the
engineering team from Arup,
14

different stalls selling food and
crafts and now hires out bikes.
Well worth a visit.

SNIPPETS
KCC adult cycling sessions have
just recommenced. There are a
range of programmes to cater for
different levels of cycling ability
which are being offered at 4
centres - Ashford, Maidstone,
Ramsgate and Tunbridge Wells.
You can borrow bikes and
helmets from all centres except
Tunbridge Wells.

Chris Froome is preparing to
tackle the Tour de France again
in July. He hopes to win the
world’s biggest race for a third
year running, following his
victories in 2015 and 2016 plus
his maiden success in 2013.

More importantly the Learn to
Ride and Confident Road cycling
courses are being offered FREE
of charge in May and June this
year. For information and
booking
www.kent.gov.uk/cycletraining
The Old Kent Market at
Margate, originally the old
Parade Cinema built in 1911, has
been beautifully restored to

But his preparations in France
took an alarming turn when he
was involved in an incident near
Beausoleil
with
what
he
described as “an impatient
driver”. He posted the evidence
on Twitter to reveal just how bad
the damage was. He wrote: “Just
got rammed on purpose by an
impatient driver who followed
me
onto
the
pavement!
Thankfully I'm okay. Bike
totalled. Driver kept going!”

incorporate the building's history
and heritage. It houses a range of
15

Bike rage and fake news You
definitely shouldn’t go round
trying to smash windscreens with
your bike but the Daily Mail
shouldn’t report false news
either! In the 28 March, 2017
edition (The legs of Theresa May
and Nicola Sturgeon on the front
page) a cyclist in an area near a
park (with a beard and a longsleeved jacket) is shown waving a
fist at the motorist’s webcam.
Then we see a cyclist in an urban
street (no beard and a short
sleeved top) raising a bike to hit
the windscreen. He attempts to
smash the windscreen but has
had time to shave off his beard
and take off his long sleeved
jacket. The cyclist was out of
order but, come on Daily Mail,
check the continuity and
authenticity of your photos!

with British Cycling so that they
can create their own log in, etc.
Rides are found via a postcode
search which you will find at
www.letsride.co.uk/social where
leaders of Ride Social log their
rides, including brief details of
the route, approximate time it
will take and level of difficulty.
The differences between Ride
Social and Breeze are that the
leaders of a Ride Social ride may
not be qualified leaders and
welcome
both
men
and
women. Breeze Champions are
all qualified leaders with first aid
training and are for women only,
sometimes with their children.
Wheel Potential celebrated its
first birthday with a party at
Toddlers Cove in April. Despite
the weather many enthusiastic
cyclists turned up as well as the
Sheriff and her escort. The sheriff
welcomed everyone warmly and
was happy to try a couple of
trikes.

We’ve mentioned Breeze rides
for women on several occasions.
There’s Ride Social which also
brings people together to cycle.
You can register with British
Cycling (for free, unless you also
want to be a member), log a ride
with a brief description of the
route and difficulty and an
invitation for anyone to join you.
Those wanting to join your ride
also need to register for free

Greggs supplied 100 assorted
doughnuts to which Gill Corble
added healthy sandwiches and
Rosie Clements added amazing
cupcakes with bicycle logos on
edible rice paper! All the food
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and drink was arranged on tables
under a gazebo where some took
shelter to escape the rain! A
great time was enjoyed by all,
admiring the machines as well as
the newly painted container,
without graffiti!

667 to Challock. This flexible
arrangement contrasts with
Stagecoach, which will not allow
even a folded Brompton on
board unless it is in a bag. No
driver we have quizzed about
this
can
explain
this
stricture. For the record, “bag” is
not defined in Stagecoach Terms
& Conditions and some of us get
round the rule by carrying a
cheap plastic black bin-liner in
our pocket to stuff over the bike!
Catha’s Seat - A wonderful
example of what can be achieved
by people power and community
spirit!

Hats off to Poynters Mudguard
was astonished recently week to
witness a young man wheel his
full-size bicycle onto a Poynters
bus at Canterbury bus station,
without the driver batting an
eyelid. Intrigued, we spoke to
him and he said that drivers can
use their discretion and allow a
normal bicycle onto the bus, to
stand in the aisle, if it is not busy.

The now annual fixture of
Catha's Seat Party and picnic was
held in late April on the shareduse path through the woods
between
Chartham
and
Wye. This year it was blessed
with superb weather and was
very well attended with 80
people. Various groups of
walkers and cyclists made the
journey from both ends of the
path. Spokes led a mini-ride from
Toddlers Cove in Canterbury.

Sadly, Poynters only runs two
rather obscure routes: the 620 to
Waltham and Petham and the

Nicholas and Patrick Keegan, the
son and husband of the late
Catha, in whose memory the seat
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has been erected, gave short

with its partners to raise
awareness and send a positive
message to all road users.
Following research and analysis
by West Midlands Police and
their implementation of an
operation to target drivers
passing too close to cyclists
(Mudguard issue 79), Kent Police
recently held an enforcement
day in New Dover Road,
Canterbury.

speeches and announced that
the Awards scheme was running
well and a £1,000 grant fund
would be offered again this year.
Local suppliers donated produce
for the picnic, which raised over
£500 for Awards. For more
details,
visit
www.cathasseat.org/awards

“Kent Police took the following
action:

Kent Police Road Safety –
Share the roads safely
together








In line with the national “Think”
Campaign and the warmer
weather when leisure and
commuter cycling is likely to
increase, Kent Police is working

Reported drivers for seat
belt and mobile phone
offences;
Advice given to motorists
as well as cyclists about
the manner of their
driving/cycling;
Vehicle
users
were
searched
under
the
Misuse of Drugs Act with
drugs seized;
Driver arrested for failing
preliminary drug test;
Vehicle seized for no
insurance.

“Police were visible and spoke
with members of the public
(cyclists & residents/pedestrians)
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who showed interest and asked
about our activity, receiving
positive comments. In fact, both
riders and drivers were mostly
considerate to each other with
no major issues.” (This is not
exactly the experience of Spokes
members.)

focus in protecting the people of
Kent from serious harm. Our
actions were intended to raise
awareness amongst drivers of
the safe distance when passing a
cyclist,
increase
knowledge
amongst cyclists of the benefits
of cycle safety equipment in
order to contribute to a
reduction in collisions involving
cyclists on Kent’s roads.

“This was combined with a
District focused radio campaign,
targeted use of social media and
bus back advertising to target
drivers and road side advertising
to target cyclists.

“This operation was carried out
with support from the Kent and
Medway Casualty reduction
board including Kent Police,
Medway Council, Kent County
Council (KCC) and Kent Fire and
Rescue. Additionally, we work
very closely on road safety with
Highways England, KCC, Medway
Council and Kent Fire and
Rescue. In particular, KCC as part
of the Casualty reduction
partnership, do a significant
amount of work around all road
safety, including drivers and
cyclists.”

“Our resources are deployed,
based on a recognised threat and
risk approach, to identify the
areas that pose most risk to
those who live, work and travel
in Kent. We are acutely aware of
the increase of traffic on our
roads, the increase of cyclists on
our roads and causation factors
for incidents and collisions such
as drink/drug driving, speeding,
mobile phones, due care and
attention offences and seatbelts.
“All of these are the main
contributors to fatalities and
serious injuries on Kent’s roads
and must remain our primary
19

were actually built, usually both
sides of the new "arterial roads"
springing up all over the country.
Some of these cycleways still
exist, but they are not today
understood
to
be
cycle
infrastructure: they should be
rededicated. Others are buried
under a couple of inches of soil
but they could be excavated.

At last, a sign!
All the Pedestrian Zone signs in
Canterbury City centre have all
been amended correctly with the
exception of Black Griffin Lane.
Our thanks to Canterbury CC.

A Kickstarter project by Carlton
Reid to write a report on the lost
cycle way network of the 1930s
with a view to getting them listed
and possibly re-instated. So far
over 70 cycleways have been
identified but there’s only one
listed in Kent – along the Thanet
Way. The campaign lasts until 25
May, and the more funding the
project can raise the more
cycleways can be added to the
"to do" list.
The cycle paths each side of the
A28 from Brooksend Farm to the
St Nicholas roundabout has
always been recognised in theory
by Thanet District Council and
Kent Highways as a cycle
path. Occasionally you will see
people using it but there is no
signing. If you miss the deadline,
let us know at Spokes if there are
other lost cycleways in Kent.

Finding the lost cycleways
In the 1930s, Britain's Ministry of
Transport commissioned the
building of 500 miles of
protected cycleways. Between
1934 and 1940 at least 280-miles
of these innovative cycleways
20

Dates for the diary

Spokes Rides - June to
September 2017

Cycle through a varied landscape
of ancient towns, gentle hills and
unspoilt shingle beaches and
raise money for the East Kent
Hospitals Charity. The Great
Kent bike ride on Sunday 11 June
starts at North Park, Tannery
Lane, Ashford, TN23 1PL
between 8 – 10.00am. With a
choice of 35, 60 or 100 mile
routes, there is something for
everyone!

June 4: Canterbury East. The
destination for this ride is
Sandwich, one of the finest and
best preserved medieval towns
in the country. Gently undulating
countryside. 33 miles. Leader
Martin Lloyd.

For more details and to sign up
www.bikeevents.co.uk/greatkent www.bik
e-events.co.uk/greatkent100
Divas on Wheels on Sunday 18
June is a friendly event for
female cyclists of all abilities.
There are two circular routes - 25
or 50 miles - through the best of
east Kent’s countryside. It starts
and finishes at the Freewheel
pub at Graveney, ME13 9DE.
www.divasonwheels.org

July 2: Aylesham. Back to the
mining villages of East Kent. And
part of the Skylark Trail to the
south. Leader Michelle Benton.

Full details of Breeze rides for
women in May can be found on
www.letsride.co.uk/breeze in the
section ‘Find a ride’. Just put in
your postcode to book a free
place.

August 6: Ham Street. Romney
Marsh. Such different scenery to
the rest of Kent. Dead flat, apart
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from a small hill near the station.
Fascinating churches. Leader
Chris Beswick.
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Advertising & Treasurer: Terry
Croft treasurer@spokeseastkent.org.
uk
General Spokes contact:
help@spokeseastkent.org.uk
Technical IT support: Julian
Rivers
www.spokeseastkent.org.uk
Print: Broad Oak Colour Ltd, 254
Broad Oak Road, Canterbury,
CT2 7QH.
www.broadoakcolour.com

September 3: Faversham:
Explore the orchards and hop
fields around Perry Wood.
Leader Andrew Wyvers.
Spokes Committee has
vacancies. We urgently need a
web expert to keep the website
up-to-date and relevant. Spokes
members will provide the copy.
Ian Rogers, the Rides coordinator, has stepped down
due to the birth of his son,
George.

Making it clear on a bus in Tasmania
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Advertise in the Mudguard and reach
over 3,000 cyclists
Quarter page £40; Half page £75; Full
page £120 (fixed price per edition for
a year)
Book now for the next issue. Email
treasurer@spokeseastkent.org.uk
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